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marshal/ mcluhan:
his significance for the field of

speech communication

Since Marshall McLuhan sometimes is re-
ferred to as "the philosopher of 'Laugh "
it is perhaps more than a coincidence that
Henry Gibson, the poet laureate of that mo-
saic kaleidoscope of sight, sound, and color
should have authored as one of his more
popular verses the one-line poem, "Marshall
McLuhan, what are you (loin?"

What is Marshall McLuhan "(loin," and
what significance does "what he is doin"
have for speech and for speech edlication?
The pages that follow are addressed to these
two large and open-ended questions. At the
outset, however, let me make clear my own
position concerning this so-called "Dr, Spock
of pop culture," this "guru of the boob
tube." And this perhaps I can best do by
falling back upon a version of Pascal's
famous "gamble."

This "gamble" in its original form, as you
will recall, concerned the existence of God,
and went essentially as follows:, "If," said
Pascal, "I believe in God and am wrong, I
have nothing to lose. If, however, I do not
believe in Him and I am wrong, I have a
very great deal to lose. Therefore, I choose
to believe."

Now, so far as McLuhan is concerned, I
find myself in a similar position. If he is
right, or even partly right, in some of his
basic premises he is contributing in a sig-
nificant way to an understanding of our
rapidly changing society., On the other hand,
even if he is wrong we have little or nothing
to lose by pausing for a time to listen to
him, for perhaps no other thinker has de-
veloped an explanation of our contemporary
wo-ld which touches on so many aspects of
thought and culture,, or which speaks more
directly to the role of speech and of speech
education within that culture.
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by Douglas Ehninger

I

Whatever else one may or may not know
about McLuhan he no doubt b; acquainted
with the aphorism "the medium is the mes-
sage" or. as McLuhan puts it in the title of
one of his more recent books, "the medium
is the massage." Since this summarizing
statement stands at the heart of McLuhan's
system, with implications am inferences
reaching out from it in all directions, let us
begin here and in our discussion proceed,:
as it were, from the core to t1-e periphery.
And let Ili; first be sure that W2 understand
what McLuhan means by a "medium."

Although it may at first 'leaving seem
strange, a "medium." 'says McLuhan is an
"extension of man"any device or tech-
nology, whatever it may be, from an axe,
a lever, or a- microscope, to an automobile,
computer, or highway, and including, of
course, radio, television, and the newspaper
anything that in some way extends the
reach or increases the efficiency of man's
physical or nervous system.

Thus viewed, the wheel, for example, is
an extension of the leg or the foot., the book
is an extension of the eye, clothing is an ex-
tension of the skin ; and because these things
are "extensions" they are "media." In this
sense also an electric light bulb is a perfect
or universal medium something which.
simply by its presence, extends indifferently
any visual sensation that comes within its
range.

But at the same time that it is an exten-
sion of man, a medium, says McLuhan. also
is an amputation of one of man's bo'lily
parts or sense organs. Because the wheel
does the work of the legs but is independent
of them, when a man drives an automobile
he is in a figurative sense an amputee, just
as surely as he would be if he lost both of



his legs in an accident and then looked for
a Nvay to move around. Similarly, by wear-
ing clothes a man.; we may say, amputates
his skintransfers to a manufactured prod-
uct, a technology, many of the functions his
skin would perform were he naked.

Now. continues McLuhan, because a me-
dium. though separate from a bodily sense
or part is in reality an extension of that
organ, when any one medium or any par-
ticular combination of media gains ascend-
ency over the otherswhen one or several
senses or parts are extended out of all pro-
dortion to the resta distinctive balance
or ratio among all members is created, And
more specifically, when the senses are in-
volvedwhen the eye is extended at expense
of the ear, or the ear at expense of the
eyethis altered balance will have profound
consequences on the way in which we per-
ceive and report the world. For this reason,
any new medium or extension of man, pro-
vided it is sufficiently pronounced, will affect
the way individuals habitually think and
act, and this, in turn, will determine the
sort of society or culture in which their lives
are lived, The important thing about any
medium, therefore is not its contentsnot
the messages that may be carried over it or
the uses to which it may be putbut the
presence of the medium itself.

Consider, for example, the changes that
such a medium as television has made in
our live;;; how as a result of its introduction
the character of the movies has changed,
how minor league baseball has suffered an
eclipse, how the reading habits of thousands
of persons have altered, how it has caused
us to rearrange our living rooms or dens
so as to put the television set in a preferred
position. And think, above all, how as a
result of watching television day after day
something is slowly happening to our whole
perceptive machineryhow the ear, instead
of being by-passed as a sense organ, as is
the case when one reads silently from a book,
now has a position of importance at least
equal to that of the eye. And realize again
that this sensory rebalancing is happening
irrespective of the content of the medium
irrespective of whether as television view-
ers we habitually watch variety shows, situ-
ation comedies, sports events, or old movies.
In short, because the sheer fact that we
watch is in so many ways more important
than what we watch, the medium is indeed
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the message; for, in the end, it is the watch-
ing rather than the content that is working
the greatest change upon usis intim:icing
ifs n,ost strongly -by setting up a new ratio
among our ,ense organs and thus altering
the way we perceive and order the world.,

With this hypothesis concerning the alter-
ation of sense ratios as the touchstone of his
philosophy: McLuhan looks back cosmically
over the sweep of human history and, unsur-
prisingly enough, finds four nia.i or turning
points in the course of affairs:, the develop-
ment of the phonetic alphabet, the invention
of moveable type, and the discovery of the
telegraph as the first of the electronic de-
vices for sending messages over long dis-
tance; and to mass populations at high rates
of speed.

Prior to the development of the phonetic
alphabet, so his theory goes, socially and
politically man lived in a tribal or com-
munal statein a face-to-face situation of
continuous intellectual and emotional con-
tact where everyone knew the business of
all and experience was universal and simul-
taneous. Psychologically, he existed in an
environment "where all the senses were bal-
anced . , a closed WOlid of tribal depth and
resonance, an oral culture structured by a
dominant auditory sense of life. , .." So far
as perception and behavior were concerned,
"detachment" as the separation of thought
and action did not exist. Men did not "react"
,without "acting"; response in an intellectual
sense was not separated from response so-
cially or behaviorally: Most important of
all, because in this exclusively oral or spoken
culture the auditory sense of life was domi-
nant, man's orientation was to a world of
"acoustic" rather than of visual spacea
world which because it was acoustic had no
defined center or margin, in which direction
was at best a hazy concept, and in which
stimuli. instead of coming from isolated and
definable points of the compass, surround
mail and envelop him,

With tip, introduction of the phonetic al-
phabet and the deliberate separation of the
given facts of the physical world from an
arbitrarily devised set of graphic symbols
designed to stand by deputy for these facts,
all this changed, For the phonetic alphabet,
as McLuhan sees it, was not merely a new
and more efficient set of marks useful for
recording thoughts or sending messages, but
like all communication media was a distinct
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technology ; an ! as a technology it al.o was
an amputation that reoriented the sense in
a pervasive fashion. What it did, specitcally,
was to extend the eye and lo give it an im-
portance all out of line with that the
other senses as ways of knowing or per-
ceiving reality.

In Understanding M«/ia.. McLuhan de-
scribes at length the impact which the al-
phabet exerted, There had,. he says, been
many kinds of writing, pictographic and
syllabic, prior to its discovery, but only the
phonetic alphabet, by making a sharp divi-
sion in experience in a way that no previous
system had done, gave its user, as it were
an eye for an ear, thus freeing him from
the tribal trance of resonating word magic
and the accompanying web of kinship. In
order to appreciate the power of the alpha.
bet in this respect we may, says McLuhan,
compare Chinese culture, where over thou-
sands of years the ideogram as a form.of
writing has left traditional mores and prac-
tices undisturbed, with the situation in the
emerging nations of Africa where in a sin-
gle generation alphabetic literary has re-
leased the individual. initially at least from
the tril3a1 web and given him a predomi-
nantly Western frame of values.

The separation of sight, somid, and mean-
ing made possible by the phonetic alphabet,
says McLuhan, affected the individual and
his society in significant ways. Besides mak-
ing possible the repression of feeling and
emotion when engaged in action, it enabled
man to disassociate himself from others;
to go his own way and pursue his own inter-
ests, independent of what those around him
might be saying or doing. In short, the al-
phabet as a convenient and highly func-
tional way of recording knowledge and send-
ing messages gave rise to individuality; and
in the process made possible the isolated
scholar pouring over his manuscript or the
scientist toiling alone in his laboratory. At
the same time, by extending the eye over
vast distances in the form of official decrees
and dispatches, it made possible the far-
reaching political organization and military
structure necessary to support the first world
empires of enduring permanence.

But above all else, so far as McLuhan is
concerned, alphabetic writing affected pro-
foundly the way man perceived and de-
scribed his world. For not only did it make
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him predominantly eye- rather than ear-
minded, but it also oriented him lineally.

As a technology: alphabetic expression has
built into it an important limitation, and
this is that only one idea can he communi-
cated at a time. Whereas in face-to-face oral
address, for example, words., facial exp-es-
sions, bodily movements: dress. and the like
function simultaneously send concurre it
and sometimes contradictory menages --
when we describe the speaker's behavior it
writing we are obliged to deal with each of
these elements and with each finer aspect
or sub-division of each element sequen-
tially, thus transforming into a linear or
strung-out and time-extended form what in
fact is a configurational and instantaneous
happening.

Habitual exposure to such linear codifica-
tions of experience eventually causes us, says
McLuhan, to conceive of reality itself as
linear to impress our predominant way
of saying upon our predominant way of per-
ceiving until we not only think in linear
terms but conceive of the elements of our
environment as linear.

Whether we choose .to accept all of the
casual relations which McLuhan asserts to
exist between "Gutenberg" or print culture
and religious and industrial reorganization,
scientif c. advance, and literary and artistic
developments is immaterial for our present
purpose. What is important is that in the
gospel according to McLuhan for some five
hundred years man lived and thought in a
predominantly ey .:-minded, lineally organ-
ized, fragmented. printing-press world, and
this not only had profound effects upon him
as an individual but also in a major way
shaped the society and culture of which he
was a part.

Today, however and here we come to
what is perhaps central tenet of Mcl,uhan-
ism ; that aspect of McLuhan's thinking and
writing which not only has attracted most
attention, but which has given rise to the
most bitter disputes between his disciples
and his critics today. says this thinker,
we are in the midst of the most profound
personal and social metamorphosis of all,
for we are living at a time when the long
reign of print at last has come to an end
and is being replaced by new and radically
different means of communication,



As man increasingly turns from print to
the newer electronic media as sources of in-
formation and entertainment a most import-
ant thing is happening to him. Although he
is: for the most part, unaware of the chawes
going on within and abut'', him, the fact is
that he is again being tribalized is again
becoming member of a society marked by
the sort of common awareness and depth
involvement that marked the culture of his
pre-literate ancesters.

Why is all of this happening? Primarily,
says McLuhan, for three reasons. First. the
electronic media bring us information in-
stantaneously and on a world-wide basis..
Second, they present this information to us
in configurational rather than in linear form..
And third, they are by nature "cool" rather
than "hot."

That the electronic media bring us in-
formation instantaneously and without the
delays attendant upon even the most rapid
production of print messages is self-evident.
Today. no matter where one lives, he may
as he sits before the television screen observe
the inauguration of a president, the launch-
ing of a space ship, or a campus demonstra-
tion at the very moment that these events
are occurring.

But besides bringing us information on a
world-wide scale and with almost magical
rapidity, in the case of television in particu-
lar this information is presented to us in
a simultaneous or configurational rather than
in a linear pattern, and in this respect simu-
lates the experience of participating in a
street riot at first hand, as distinguished
from reading about it later in print. More-
over, because light conies through the tele-
vision screen instead of being reflected upon
it as the photograph or moving picture is
reflected, McLuhan regards television as a
tactile as well as an auditory and visual
medium; says that the television message
is, in effect, tattoed directly upon the skin
of the viewer., Thus, unlike print which ad-
dresses the eye only and in so doing extends
this one sense in high definition, television,
he holds, is multi-sensory and enveloping in
its appeal is a medium in which sight,
touch, and sound cooperate to receive the
signal. And because television does bombard
us with a combination or cluster of stimuli
in this all-at-once fashion, it not only height-
ens our sensory awareness but by bringing
back into play receptors atrophied through
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long disuse introduces a balance or orches-
tration among sense stimuli such as has not
existed since the advent of print.

The importance of this new orchestration
this new ratio or balance of sense expe-
riencecannot. in McLuhan's view, be over-
emphasized; for. as you will remember my
saying earlier, he believes that the receptors
to which messages are habitually directed
the sense or senses to which day after day
they are addressedwill be those through
which man comes to perceive his world, and
will as a consequence, determine how he or-
ganizes or structures his society. In line with
this assumption., a culture itself McLuhan
thinks of or defines simply as a certain order-
ing of sense perceptions.

And, third, as I have said, in his media-
oriented account of social change, McLuhan
sets off the electronic media from print on
the ground that they are, as he says, for the
most part "cool," while print is "hot."

In Chapter 2 of Understanding Media he
explains these terms:

There is [he says; a basic principle that
distinguishes a hot medium like radio from
a cool one like the telephone, or a hot me-
dium like the movie from a cool one like
TV. A hot medium is one that extends a
single sense in "high definition." High
definition is a state of being well filled
with data. A photograph is, visually,
Thigh definition." A cartoon is "low defi-
nition," simply because very little visual
information is provided, Telephone is a
cool medium, or one of low definition, be-
cause the ear is given a meager amount
of information. And speech is a cool me-
dium of low definition, because so little is
given and so much has to be filled in by
the listener., On the other hand, hot media
do not leave so much to be filled in or com-
pleted by the audience. Hot media are,
therefore, low in participation or comple-
tion by the audience. Naturally, therefore,
a hot medium like radio has very different
effects on the user from a cool medium
like the telephone.
Now, of all the electronic media thL cool-

est is television. Because of th:- scanning
principle on which the television :)icture is
basedbecause it consists simply of a mass
of lines or clots of lightit leaves much to
be filled in or completed by the 'ewer, It
is, in fact, the viewer who by this process of



filling in actually creates the picture, just
as it is the viewer who by filling in and or-
ganizing the individual dots in a painting by
the French pointillist Seurat, himself cre-
ates the scene the artist wishes to convey.

Because the viewer is constantly filling in
"vague and blurry images" is, in effect,
carrying on "a creative dialog with the
qconoscope" -- watching television, unlike
reading the hot print on a page, calls for a
high degree of "personal involvement and
participation." Put summarily, television is
a highly involving medium, and,, as such, one
with respect to which "detachment." or the
conscious separation of thought and feeling,
of action and reaction, is difficult or impos-
sible. To watch television is automatically
to participate;' to become involved. Hence
the fascination which television holds for
us and the influence it exacts over us.

But while the electronic media are, for
the reasons just described, working major
changes upon man and his environment
while we are, as it were, living in the midst
of a swift and agonizing transition between
two major periods of technological history
as is always the case under such circum-
stances, we are, says McLuhan, largely un-
aware of what is happening to us. Adopting
what he describes as the "numb stance of
the technological idiot," we labor under the
delusion that it is the content of the media
the exploitation of sex and pornography
in the movies, of violence and crime on tele-
vision, and the likethat is chiefly respon-
sible for the problems which we see about
usfor such things as the generation gap,
the hippie movement, revolt on the campus,
and the breakdown of race relations. What
we must realize is that it is not so much
the messages as the media themselves that
are responsible for these things; that we are
floundering in a no-man's land between the
age of print and the age of electricity; are
at a major turning point in the course of
affairs, the nature of which we do not' under-
stand and the importance of which 1VP do
not appreciate.

There is, of course, a great deal more that
one might say about McLuhan and McLu-
hanism; and in particular about the infer-
ences which he draws from some of the as-
sumptions I have here outlinedinferences
which extend from descriptions of dark
glasses and mesh stockings as cool to an ex-
planation of football's growing popularity
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and baseball's apparent decline on the
ground that the first, like television is con-
figurational, while the second, like print, is
linear It also would be interesting and in-
structive, if space allowed., to survey the
sizable body of critical literature which has
grown up about his workthe caustic at-
tacks and impassioned defenses contained
in such collections of essays as McLuhan
Hot and Cool and McLuhan Pro awl Cosy.
This literature., however, one can, if he is
interested, explore for himself. In the closing
paragraphs of this discussion let us turn to
the second of the major heads I mentioned
at the outset and examine some of the im-
plications which McLuhan's major thesis
appear to have for the field of speech and
for those of us who as teachers or research-
ers are particularly concerned with the
problems of speech education.

First in this connection, we may say that
if McLuhan is correctif the age of print
indeed has passed and a new age dominated
by the presence of the electronic media is
upon usspeech as a mode of communica-
tion and speech education as a means of
training for proficiency in the use of that
mode are assuming an importance which
they have not enjoyed since Gutenberg. For,
unlike the printing press which is a con-
sumer and distributor of written discourse,
radio, television, and the telephone as the
principal electronic media for disseminating
informa it n are consumers and distributors
of oral discourse. Clearly, if these media are
to be used to their maximum efficiency mes-
sage senders not only need to know how to
speak effectively, but they also need to un-
derstand a good deal about the nature, limits,
and uses of the oral mode.

Even more importantly, the shift from
print to electronics, from eye- to ear-minded-
ness, emphasizes the independence and
uniqueness of the oral mode, thus encourag-
ing the development of bodies of theory and
systems of criticism specifically addressed
to it.. Too often in the past, in the minds of
many persons speech theory, as that branch
or species of rhetoric designed to govern
oral productions, has only been a pale reflec-
tion of the theory of written discourses, so
that we have found ourselves confronted by
the absurdity of "oral English" or, to para-
phrase a famous remark of James Winans',
the notion that a speech is simply "an essay
standing on its hind legs." But while speech



theory has suffered from this misunderstand-
ing and confusion: in the area of speech
criticism the effect has been ever; more un-
fortunate. For not only has speech criticism
struggled for years to free itself from the
grip of literary critiismto develop as a
unique and \ iable discipline in its own right
but from time immemorial speeches as
discourses designed to be communicated
orally, and therefore produced according to
principles and rules of effective oral rhetoric.
have suffered at the hands of critics who
have attempted is evaluate them by apply-
ing literary standards.

Under such circumstances is it surprising
that speeches should suffer by comparison
that as a genre the speech should be judged
less profound in content, less hospitable to
the creative imagination, less finished in
style? Put bluntly, discourse:, in the oral
mode, and consequently courses in speech
designed to help students explore the oral
mode and to perform in it credibly, have
suffered from the fact that for hundreds of
years we have lived in a print culturea
culture in which those individuals and aca-
demic departments that preside over dis-
course in its Nvrittefi form not only have en-
joyed unusual public prestige, but have, to
a very great extent, been able to impose
their own standards of excellence on other
modes of communication.

If, as I say, McLuhan is correctif eye
culture is indeed losing dr,minancewe may,
I . believe, confidently look forward td a
gradual change in this respectmay antici-
pate a future in which instruction in oral
communication will gain in public accept-
ance and prestige, and in which speeches
as the products of oral discourse increas-
ing will come to be judged in their own right
rather than by literary standards.

Beyond this, I think we may say that as
we pass from the age of print the underly-
ing grammar and rhetoric of such media as
television and film also will come to be rec-
ogAized as unique; that is, we will come
more clearly and on a more widespread basis
to see that these modes too are independent
art forms or communication vehicles, each
governed by its own grammar and rhetoric,
and each to be judged on its own terms ac-
cording to those standards and criteria, as
well as by those critical methods which are
indigenous to it. McLuhan and McLuhan-
ism, by emphasizing the distinctiveness of
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the various communication modes, can con-
tribute even in a small way to this result we
should be grateful. At least, in my own case
I know that I look forward to the day when
I shall no longer hear someone say, "The
mot le did not do justice to the book" or
"The televkion production of A .1/hlxiimmer
Night's Dual), was interesting bat it just
was,7.'t Shakespeare's play."

A second and more specific, but none the
less important. implication of Mer.uhanism
for the field of speech concerns the struc-
ture of public oral discourse and the modi-
fications which may have to be made in our
conceptions of that structure as we move
into the electronic age.

Traditionally, of course,, influenced by
print culture or not. have taught and
used a linear pattern of speech development,
whether the particular pattern in question
be the classical parts of exordium through
peroration, the Ramistic analysis and syn-
thesis, the geometric or demonstrative de-
velopment of the Port Royalists, or the re-
flective thinking process of John Dewey. All
of these patterns, in one way or another,
have assumed that if a discourse is to be
organized properly some sort of ground work
must be laid, a forward-moving thought line.
developed step by step in accordance with
the logical demands of the subject or the
psychological demands of the listeners, and,
finally, a summarizing or applicative conclu-
sibn added.

But if McLuhan is right, and if the con-
figurational all-at-once mode of presentation
characteristic of television gradually is
changing our perceptual habitsor if, as
he repeatedly suggests, it is the mosaic ar-
rangement of the front page of our news-
paper. with its stories developed according
to the rule that makes the lead paragraph
an all-at-once nutshell or capsule summary
of what is to followif these and the sim-
ilar configurational stimuli of contemporary
art and literature are indeed affecting us as
he suggeststhen may not we as rhetor-
icians be called upon to follow suit by devel-
oping non-linear patterns of speech organ-
ization, as well as to evaluate anew our pre-
dominantly , linear systems of proof as
couched in the enthymeme and example? At
least, this seems to me to be something worth
thinking about, especially in the face of
some of the evidence which the communi-



cation researchers IIONV are gathering con-
cerning the relative effectiveness of climac-
tic and anticlimactic order,

So far as our specific interests as speech
educators are concernedso far as we are
concerned with devising currictila organ-
izing courses. and employing instructional
materials Mcl,uhan's ideas, if they are
valid, also have relevance for us. And in no
respect is this more true than in the very
difficult problem which we now face of un-
derstanding our students.

As McLuhan reminds us. when the aver-
age child enters school today, he already has
been exposed to between ten to fifteen thou-
sand hours of television viewing. During the
course of this exposure he not only has
been relentlessly bombarded by all of the
"adult" news of the modern worldstories
about racial discrimination, rioting, crime.
inflation, and the sexual revolutionbut-he
has had written on his skin the bloody mes-
sage of Vietnam, has witnessed the assassi-
nations and funerals of the nation's leaders.
and has been orbited with the astronauts
through space, Moreover, because television
is a multisensory medium and a "cool" one.
he has had a particular balance or ratio of
sense experience implanted upon him and
has learned to respond not in a reserved and
detached way but in a way that entails total
emotional and imaginative involvement.

Is it, therefore, surprising that when the
child enters school he often finds it difficult
to adjust to the fragmented visual methods
of a print or book culture? After five or six
years of conditioning in which all of his
senses have constantly been bombarded by
the electronic media he naturally "craves in-
depth involvement, not linear detachment
and uniform sequential patterns." "But sud-
denly," and here again I quote McLuhan's
own words, "[suddenly] he is snatched from
the cool, inclusive womb of television and
expusedwithin a vast bureaucratic struc-
ture of courses and creditsto the hot me-
dium of print. [Under such circumstances]
his natural instinct. conditioned by the elec-
tric media, is [of course) to bring all his
senses to bear on the book he's instructed to
read.., . , [But) print resolutely rejects that
approach, demanding an isolated visual atti-
tude of learning rather than the Gestalt ap-
proach of the unified sensorium."
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And what do we call film strips, and Nide°
tapes, and educational telokion prow rains
as used in the schools? For some strane
reason, we call them audio-visual aids, this
unconsciously revealing our biased tts.,tunp-
lion that it is still the bookthe linear,
fragmented, hot printed pagethat is the
central engine and principal focus of the
educational enterprise., And we do this at a
time when. in reality, the situation has been
exactly reversedwhen it is the electronic
and visual media that have for most persons,
become the principal agents of education.
when educative experiences more often take
place outside of the classroom rather than
within it, and when the book is, therefore,
itself becoming the supportive instrument
or aid.

As the television child grows up and pro-
ceeds to high school and college the problem
becomes even more acute, for he increasingly
finds himself in conflict not only with the older
book culture but with individualsteachers.
professors, writers, critics. and the like
who have a vested interest in protecting and
preserving that culture; and who, therefore,
often are openly critical of the content and
method of what have been hi:, principal edu-
cative instruments to date. No wonder we
have a generation gap; no wonder we have
unrest on the campus; no wonder we have
dropouts and alienation. All of these phe-
nomena, suggests McLuhan. are to be ex-
nlained as aspects of the friction that is
bound to arise when two different cultures
collidewhen the products of the cool, in-
volving, multisensory medium of television
confront the older and entrenched products
of print culture,

Educators everywhere and at all levels,
says McLuhan, must face these factsmust
realize that today most persons' education
takes nlace chiefly outside of the classroom.
that thanks to modern information tech-
nology, the entire environment has become
one huge "classroom without walls." But for
those of us in speech the call for this new
orientation has a special pertinence. not only
because the cool, involving medium of oral
discoursethe medium that students know
most commonly outside of class is the
special province of our own study and prac-
tice, but also because through the subjects
upon which our students choose to speak in
performance courses and the topics we de-
velop in courses in rhetoric and communi-



cation theory we have a special opportunity
to make our work socially rele%ant to ex-
plore the means by which a rapprochement
between the old and the new, between the
oral and the isual. may perhaps be achieved,
If McLuhan and McLuhankm do nothing
more than awaken the speech profession to

there les., we -hould: I think, at least
approach him with an open ear; be xvilling
to overlook the errors of fact and the elas-
ticity of inference which McLuhan's books
contain. and to accept the general thrusts of
his doctrine as timely and as pros ocative for
Our future,
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